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In the world of networking and technology, Cisco Systems, Inc. has established its own empire.
Today, Cisco has moved to a whole new dimension with multibillion-dollar revenue. Apart from
designing, manufacturing, marketing and selling computer parts and networking components,
Cisco conducts Information Technology examinations for various levels such as Entry level,
Associate level, Professional level, Expert level and Architect level examination. Candidates are
required to fill forms and pay the examination fee to sit in the examination session. Upon
passing the examination, Cisco provides Cisco Certificate, which is valued all over the world.

Cisco Certificate is having a huge demand in Networking Industry
CCNA or Cisco-Certified Network Associates examination is the second level of Cisco
examination, which validates that the passed candidate is able to install, configure, upgrade,
operate and troubleshoot various components of a network. CCNA examinations are conducted
based on the guidelines provided by Examination Administration of Cisco in only the Cisco
authorized exam centers. You get the flexibility to choose from more than 8 tracks to give the
CCNA examination: CCNA Routing and Switching, CCNA Security, CCNA Data Center, CCNA
Service Provider, CCNA Service Provider Operations, CCNA Voice, CCNA Video and CCNA
Wireless. All the questions in each of these tracks are prepared carefully so that no question
repeats in successive examinations. Most of the business firms consider hiring personnel with
CCNA certification as they provide reliable networking service at a moderate price.

The Best Cisco Certificate training institute - Networkers Guru
CCIE or Cisco-Certified Internetwork Expert examination is a higher level of networking
examination than CCNA examination. To be precise, it’s the fourth level of Cisco examinations
which certifies the skills of network professionals or network engineers to design, plan, operate
and troubleshoot complex congregated networks on different Cisco equipment. CCIE
certification is not a piece of cake, as only 2% candidates on average pass the examination in
every session.
There are two phases of CCIE examination: written phase and practical phase or, commonly
referred to as ‘lab test’. Written phase is 3 hours test where writers go to the examination
venue and answer a question paper whereas, a practical phase is pretty much like college
practical examinations but too long – for 8 hours! A lab test is much harder than the written
exam and is costly too. It alone costs over $1500 to attend the examination. It tests practical
skills of the candidate to solve complex congregated network problems. A candidate hoping to
pass the examination should attend both the phases.
CCIE examination sounds too tough, isn’t it? It is, but with efficient CCIE training, it is actually
possible to pass the examination. Most of them do not take CCIE training seriously and just sit
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in the examination without any preparation. It’s easy to beat them if you are a hardworking
candidate appearing the examination. Authorized centers like Cisco Networking Academy
provide course book along with tips and tricks to excel in the examination. They train you
sufficient enough to bring your name to the list of passed candidates. At last, it’s your
dedication and efforts that will truly help you to score higher marks in the examination and
ultimately get your name at the top.
.
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